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**Session: A21 - Oral**

**Keynotes**

- **Acquiring and implementing phonetic knowledge** .......... K-3
  - Pols L C W
  - University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
  - For more information: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/pols/

- **Mobile Future** ........................................... K-7
  - Neuvo Y
  - Nokia Mobile Phones, Finland

- **How Visual Co-Presence and Joint Attention Shape Speaking** K-11
  - Brennan S E
  - Department of Psychology, State University of New York, USA

**Session: A31 - Oral**

**ESE1 - What do Industry and Universities Expect from Each Other?: Panel discussion**

- **Whither Speech Technology? - A Twenty-First Century Perspective** 3
  - Greenberg S
  - International Computer Science Institute, USA
  - For more information: http://www.icis.berkeley.edu/~steveng/PASTA

- **3G Mobile Networks and Mobile Internet as a Promotor for New Applications - Challenges to Industry and Universities** 7
  - Dobler S, Hermansson H, Minde T-B
  - Ericsson Research - Audio Visual Technology, Sweden

- **Universities and Industry: Marriage or Co-operation between Independent Partners?** 11
  - Niiniluoto I
  - University of Helsinki, Finland

- **Considerations on What Industry Expects from Universities** . 13
  - Neuvo Y
  - Nokia Mobile Phones, Finland

- **A Perspective on Industry/University Relationships in the US** 15
  - Strong G
  - Information Technology Research Program, NSF, USA

- **ELRA Contribution to Bridge the Gap Between Industry and Academia** 17
  - Choukri K
  - ELRA/ELDA, Paris, France

**Session: A32 - Oral**

**Linguistic Modelling: Language Model Compression**

- **Combining word- and class-based language models: A comparative study in several languages using automatic and manual word-clustering techniques** 21
  - IBM Voice Systems, European Speech Research

- **Multi-Class Composite N-gram Language Model Using Multiple Word Clusters and Word Successions** 25
  - Isogai S’, Shirai K’, Yamamoto H’, Sagisaka Y’
  - 1Waseda University, Japan, 2ATR Spoken Language Translation Research Laboratories, Japan

- **Statistical Language Model Based On a Hierarchical Approach: MCnV** 29
  - Zitouni I, Smaili K, Haton J-P
  - LORIA, France

- **Quantization-based Language Model Compression** 33
  - Whittaker E, Raj B
  - Compaq Cambridge Research Laboratory, USA

**Session: A33 - Oral**

**Speech Production: Voice Source**

- **Relations between vocal registers in voice breaks** 39
  - Bloothooft G, van Wijck M, Pabon P
  - Utrecht University, The Netherlands

- **A Quasi-One-Dimensional Model of Aerodynamic and Acoustic Flow in the Time-Varying Vocal Tract: Source and Excitation Mechanisms** 43
  - Ramsay G
  - Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium
Spectral correlates of voice open quotient and glottal flow asymmetry: theory, limits and experimental data .......................... 47
Henrich N1, d'Alessandro C2, Doval B2
1LAM/LIMSI, France, 2LIMSI, France
For more information: http://www.limsi.fr/Individu/henrich/Eurospeech01.html

One-delayed-mass model for efficient synthesis of glottal flow .......................... 51
Avanzini F1, Paavo A2, Karjalainen M2
1Università di Padova, Italy, 2Helsinki University of Technology, Finland
For more information: http://www.dei.unipd.it/~avanzini/

Session: A34 - Oral

Modeling Pronunciation Variation Using Context-Dependent Weighting and B/S Refined Acoustic Modeling .......................... 57
Zheng F1, Song Z2, Fung P1, Byrne W2
1Tsinghua University, P. R. China, 2University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong, 3The Johns Hopkins University, USA

Learning Units for Domain-Independent Out-of-Vocabulary Word Modelling .......................... 61
Bazzi L, Glass J
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science, USA

Pronunciation Variant Analysis using Speaking Style Parallel Corpus .......................... 65
Nakajima H1, Hirano F1, Sagiaka T2, Shirai K2
1ATR Spoken Language Translation Research Laboratories, Japan, 2Waseda University, Japan

Speech recognition for huge vocabularies by using optimized subword units .......................... 69
Kneissler J, Klakow D
Philips Forschungsstaboratori, Germany

Session: A35 - Poster

Phonetics and Phonology: Prosody and Others

Factors affecting schwa-insertion in final consonant clusters in Standard Dutch .......................... 75
Swerts M, Kloots H, Gillis S, De Schutter G
Antwerp University, Belgium

Vowel Height is Intimately Associated with Stress Accent in Spontaneous American English Discourse .......................... 79
Hitchcock L, Greenberg S
International Computer Science Institute, USA
For more information: http://www.isci.berkeley.edu/~steveng/prosody

Finite State prosodic analysis of African corpus resources .......................... 83
Gibbon D
Universität Bielefeld, Germany

Acoustic Correlates of Emotion Dimensions in View of Speech Synthesis .......................... 87
Schröder M1, Cowie R1, Douglas-Cowie E2, Westerdijk M1, Gielen S1
1DFKE, Saarbrücken, Germany, 2Queen's University, Belfast, Northern Ireland, 3University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Measuring Pitch Range .......................... 91
Ouden, den H, Terken J
Technische Universität Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Measuring speech rhythm .......................... 95
Gibbon D, Gut U
Universität Bielefeld, Germany

Tonal alignment, scaling and slope in Italian question and statement tunes .......................... 99
D'Imperio M
LORIA - University of Nancy, France

Pragmatic temporal voice range profile as a tool in the research of speech styles .......................... 103
Ivonen A K
University of Helsinki, Finland

Model Based Stress Decision Method .......................... 107
Kim W, Kim T, Ahn S, Ko H
Korea University, Korea

Reduction of alternative pronunciations in the Norwegian computational lexicon NorKomPLeS .......................... 111
Nordgård T, Foldvik A K
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway

The Role of Duration as a Correlate of Accent in Lekeitio Basque .......................... 115
Elordieta G1, Haalde J1
1University of the Basque Country, Spain, 2University of Illinois, USA

Word Final Aspiration as a Phrase Boundary Cue: Data from Spontaneous Swedish Discourse .......................... 119
Johansson V, Horne M, Strömquist S
Lund University, Sweden

Study and Auto-Detection of Stress Based on Tonal Pitch Range in Mandarin .......................... 123
Shin X, Xu B
Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences, P. R. China

Classifying emotions in speech: a comparison of methods .......................... 127
Amir N1, Kerret O2, Karlini D2
1Holon Academic Institute of Technology, Israel, 2Academic College of Tel Aviv Yaffo, Israel

Session: A36a - Poster

Speech Perception: First and Second Language Learning

Development of vowel quantity perception in late childhood .......................... 133
Behne D M1, Czigler P E2, Sullivan K P H2
1Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway, 2Umeå University, Sweden

A study on the production-perception link of English vowels produced by native and non-native speakers .......................... 137
Yang B
Dongeui University, Korea

Japanese Can be Aware of Syllables and Morae: Evidence from Japanese-English Bilingual Children .......................... 141
Otake T, Yamaguchi Y
Dokkyo University, Japan
Neural Processes Underlying Perceptual Learning of a Difficult Second Language Phonetic Contrast .................................................. 145
Callan D, Tajima K, Callan A, Akahane-Yamada R, Masaki S
ATR International, Japan

Human Language Identification with Reduced Segmental Information: Comparison between Monolinguals and Bilinguals
Komatsu M1, Mori K1, Arai T1, Murahara Y2
1Sophia University, Japan / University of Alberta, Canada, 2Sophia University, Japan
For more information: http://www.splab.ee.sophia.ac.jp/

Session: A36b - Poster

Speech Perception: Miscellaneous - I
Coarticulatory effects in perception .......................... 155
Fernández S, Feijoo S
Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, Spain

A Case for Multi-Resolution Auditory Scene Analysis ....... 159
Harding S, Meyer K
Keele University, UK

Perceptual Identification and Normalization of Synthesized French Vowels from Birth to Adulthood ......... 163
Ménard L1, Schwartz J-L1, Boë L-J1, Kandel S2, Vallée N1
1Université Stendhal, France, 2Université Joseph-Fourier, France

Perceptual Categorization of Maximal Vowel Spaces from Birth to Adulthood Simulated by an Articulatory Model ...... 167
Ménard L, Boë L-J
Université Stendhal, France

A study on speech over the telephone and aging .......... 171
Eskenazi M, Black A
Carnegie Mellon University, USA

On the Perception of Voicing for Plosives in Noise .......... 175
Chen M, Alwan A
University of California at Los Angeles, USA

Predicting Visual Consonant Perception from Physical Measures .......................................................... 179
Jang J, Alwan A1, Auer E2, Bernstein L2
1University of California at Los Angeles, USA, 2House Ear Institute, Los Angeles, USA

Session: A41 - Oral & Poster

ESE2 - Noise Robust Recognition: Front-end and Compensation Algorithms

Session Introduction & Aurora Status (oral presentation, no proceedings paper) .......................... 184
Pearce D
Motorola Labs, UK

Aurora 2 Database Training and Test Sets Description (oral presentation, no proceedings paper) ............... 184
Hirsch H-G
University of Applied Sciences Niederrhein, Germany

Noise Robust Feature Extraction for ASR using the Aurora 2 Database .................................................. 185
Zhu Q, Iseli M, Cui X, Alwan A
University of California, Los Angeles, USA

Investigations into Tandem Acoustic Modeling for the Aurora Task ......................................................... 189
Ellis D P W, Reyes Gomez M J
Columbia University, USA

Recognition Performance of the Siemens Front-end with and without Frame Dropping on the Aurora 2 Database .... 193
Andrassy B1, Vlaj D2, Beagueant C2
1Siemens, München, Germany, 2University of Maribor, Slovenia

A Multiconditional Robust Front-End Feature Extraction with a Noise Reduction Procedure Based on Improved Spectral Subtraction Algorithm ...................................................... 197
Kotnik B, Kacic Z, Horvat B
University of Maribor, Slovenia

Feature Vector Selection to Improve ASR Robustness in Noisy Conditions ............................................. 201
de Veth J1, Mauuary L1, Noe B1, de Wet P2, Sienel J1, Boves L1, Jouvet D2
1University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 2France Télécom R&D, France, 3Alcatel SEL, Germany

Comparison of Spectral Derivative Parameters for Robust Speech Recognition ........................................... 205
Macho D, Nadeu C
TALP Research Center - UPC, Spain

Robust Digit Recognition in Noise: An Evaluation Using the AURORA Corpus ............................................. 209
Yapanel U, Hansen J H L, Sarikaya R, Pellom B
Univ. of Colorado Boulder, USA
For more information: http://cslr.colorado.edu

Robust ASR Based On Clean Speech Models: An Evaluation of Missing Data Techniques For Connected Digit Recognition in Noise ................................................................. 213
Barker J P, Cooke M, Green P
Sheffield University, UK

Evaluation of the SPLICE Algorithm on the Aurora2 Database217
Droppo J, Deng L, Acero A
Microsoft Research, USA

Model-based compensation of the additive noise for continuous speech recognition. Experiments using the AURORA II database and tasks ......................................................... 221
Segura J C, Torre A D L, Benitez M C, Peinado A M
Universidad de Granada, Spain

MAP Combination of Multi-Stream HMM or HMM/ANN Experts ...................................................... 225
Morris A C, Hagen A, Bourlard H
IDIAP, Switzerland

Second Order Statistics Spectrum Estimation Method for Robust Speech Recognition .......................................... 229
Jut B, Babic R
University of Maribor, Slovenia

Feature Extraction and Model-Based Noise Compensation for Noisy Speech Recognition evaluated on AURORA 2 Task ... 233
Yao K, Chen J, Paliwal K K, Nakamura S
ATR Spoken Language Translation Research Labs., Japan

Session: A42 - Oral

Linguistic Modelling: Language Model Adaptation
Broadcast News LM Adaptation using Contemporary Texts 239
Federico M, Bertoldi N
ITC-Ist, Italy

Topic Detection for Language Model Adaptation of Highly-Inflected Languages by Using a Fuzzy Comparison Function 243
Sepesy Maucen M, Kacic Z
University of Maribor, Slovenia

Efficient Stochastic Finite-State Networks for Language Modelling in Spoken Dialogue Systems 247
Georgiia K, Fakotakis N, Kokkinakis G
University of Patras, Greece

Language Models Conditioned on Dialog State 251
Visweswariah K, Printz H
IBM, USA

Using Information Retrieval Methods for Language Model Adaptation 255
Chen L, Gauvain J-L, Lamel L, Adda G, Adda-Decker M
CNRS-LIMSI, France

Speech Production: Articulation

Making the Tongue Model Talk: Merging MRI & EMA Measurements 261
Engwall O
KTH, Sweden
For more information: http://www.speech.kth.se/multimodal/vocaltract.html

The Relationship between Intraoral Air Pressure and Tongue/Palate Contact during the Articulation of Norwegian /t/ and /d/ 265
Moen I, Simonsen H G, Huseby M, Grue J
University of Oslo, Norway

Mechanical versus perceptual constraints as determinants of articulatory strategy 269
Elgendy A M, Pols L C W
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Pre-Liquid Excrescent Schwa: What Happens when Vocalic Targets Conflict 273
Gick B, Wilson I
University of British Columbia, Canada

Exploring the Null Space of the Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion Using a Hypercube Codebook 277
Omni S, Laprie Y
LORIA, France

Speech Recognition and Understanding: Topic Detection and Information Retrieval

Phoneme-based Topic Spotting on the Switchboard Corpus 283
Theunissen M W, Scheffler K', du Preez J A'
1University of Stellenbosch, South Africa, 2University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

Topic Styles in IR and TDT: Effect on System Behavior ... 287
IBM TJ Watson Research Center, USA

Extracting Caller Information from Voicemail 291
Zweig G, Huang J, Padmanabhan M
IBM TJ Watson Research Center, USA

A Portability Study on Natural Language Call Steering 295
Kuo H-K J, Lee C-H
Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies, USA

Improved Spoken Document Retrieval by Exploring Extra Acoustic and Linguistic Cues 299
Chen B, Wang H-M, Lee L-S
Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, ROC

Phonetics and Phonology: Segmentals and Synthesis

Native vs Non-native Production of English Vowels in Spontaneous Speech: An Acoustic Phonetic Study 305
Tsukada K
Macquarie University, Australia
Non-english Abstract: ne1031.pdf

Is Non-Native Pronunciation Modelling Necessary? 309
Goronzy S', Sahakyan M', Wokurek W'
1Sony International (Europe), Germany, 2IMS, University of Stuttgart, Germany

Burst segmentation and evaluation of acoustic cues 313
Laprie Y, Bonnaud A
LORIA, France

The schwa in Albanian 317
Granzer T, Moosmüller S
Institute of Acoustics, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria

A Testbed for Developing Multilingual Phonotactic Descriptions 321
Ashby S, Carson-Berndsen J, Joue G
University College Dublin, Ireland

A Physiological Analysis of Nasals and Nasalization in Chinese 325
Fung W-N, Lau S-L
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

A Component by Component Listening Test Analysis of the IBM Trainable Speech Synthesis System 329
Donovan R E
IBM TJ Watson Research Center, USA

Semantic Abnormality and its Realization in Spoken Language333
Pan S, McKeown K, Hirschberg J
1IBM TJ Watson Research Center, USA, 2Columbia University, USA, 3AT&T Labs-Research, USA

TALKING FOREIGN - Concatenative Speech Synthesis and the Language Barrier 337
Campbell N
ATR Spoken Language Translation, Japan
For more information: http://www.slt.atr.co.jp/~nick
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Session: ESE2 - Noise Robust Recognition: Front-end Algorithms

Acoustic Feature Compensation Based on Decomposition of Speech and Noise for ASR in Noisy Environments | 421 |
Kim H K, Rose R C, Kang H G | AT&T Labs-Research, USA |

A Robust Front-End Algorithm for Distributed Speech Recognition | 425 |
Cheng Y M, Macho D, Wei Y, Ealey D, Kelleher H, Pearce D, Kushliner W, Ramabadran T | Motorola Labs, USA |

Robust ASR front-end using spectral-based and discriminant features: experiments on the Aurora tasks | 429 |
Benitez C, Burgst L, Chen B, Dupont S, Garudadri H, Hermansky H, Jain P, Kazajekar S, Sivadas S | International Computer Science Institute, USA, Oregon Graduate Institute Of Science and Technology, USA, Qualcomm Inc., USA |

Noise Reduction for Noise Robust Feature Extraction for Distributed Speech Recognition | 433 |
Noel B, Sienel F, Jouvet D, Mauuary L, de Veth F, Boves L, de Wet F | Alcatel SEL, Stuttgart, Germany, France Telecom R&D, DIH/IPS, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands |
Harmonic tunnelling: tracking non-stationary noises during speech .......................................................... 437
Ealey D, Kelleher H, Pearce D
Motorola Labs, UK

Session: B12 - Oral

Linguistic Modelling: Semantic Modelling

Resource-Limited Sentence Boundary Detection .................. 443
Carter D, Grandsen I
Speech Machines, UK

Metrics for Measuring Domain Independence of Semantic Classes .......................................................... 447
Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies, USA

Context-dependent Probabilistic Hierarchical Sub-lexical Modelling Using Finite State Transducers ............... 451
Mou X, Benefi S, Zue V
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science, USA

Data-Driven Semantic Inference for Unconstrained Desktop Command and Control ........................................ 455
Bellegarda J, Silverman K
Apple Computer, USA

Information Extraction via Heuristics for a Movie Showtime Query System ..................................................... 459
Jansche M
The Ohio State University, USA

Session: B13 - Oral

Speech Perception: Recognition and Intelligibility

Recognition of (Almost) Spoken Words: Evidence from Word Play in Japanese ............................................. 465
Otake T, Cutler A
1Dokkyo University, Japan, 2Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Netherlands

Perceptual experiments on enhanced and slowed down speech sentences for second language acquisition ........... 469
Colotte V, Laprie Y, Bonneau A
LORIA, France

The Relation Between Speech Intelligibility and the Complex Modulation Spectrum ......................................... 473
Greenberg S, Ari Y
1International Computer Science Institute, USA, 2Sophia University, Japan
For more information: http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~steveng

Envelope Information in Speech Processing: Acoustic-Phonetic Analysis vs. Auditory Figure-Ground Segregation ........ 477
Crouzet O, Ainsworth W A
Keele University, UK

A comparison between human vowel normalization strategies and acoustic vowel transformation techniques ........ 481
Adank P, van Hout R, Smits R
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Session: B14 - Oral

Speech Recognition and Understanding: LVCSR - I
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